
Addressing and Resolving Election Integrity Concerns to Fortify Republican Success

Whereas, the Georgia Republican Assembly (GRA) recognizes that the integrity and trust in our electoral

process are paramount to the success of the Republican Party and our republican system;

Whereas, ignoring or attempting to bully constituents who express concerns about election integrity is

not only counterproductive but also undermines the Republican Party's foundational principles and

voter trust;

Whereas, this flawed strategy risks alienating a crucial segment of the Republican voter base, thereby

directly aiding Democrat candidates in elections;

Whereas, verifiable hand counted paper ballots are seen as a critical step toward restoring faith in our

electoral process and ensuring that every Republican vote is accurately counted;

Whereas, the ongoing dismissal of valid concerns about electronic election systems, highlighted by

public errors and unresolved lawsuits, is a strategic blunder that could result in decreased Republican

voter turnout;

Whereas, the strength and future of the Republican Party depend on uniting and mobilizing our

base, especially in the face of the imminent threat posed by Democratic agendas;

Resolved, that the Georgia Republican Assembly strongly condemns any attempts to dismiss or

belittle concerns regarding election integrity among Republican constituents;

Further Resolved, that the GRA calls for immediate and concerted efforts by Republican legislators to

address these concerns through transparent and constructive dialogue, recognizing that this is essential

for re-engaging and reassuring and serving voters;

Further Resolved, that the GRA advocates for the implementation of verifiable hand counted

paper ballots as a tangible solution to bolster election integrity and voter confidence;

Further Resolved, that the GRA urges Republican leaders at all levels to acknowledge and proactively

tackle the issue of election integrity, understanding that doing so is crucial to preventing Democrat

victories and ensuring the long-term success of the Republican Party.

Lastly Resolved, that the GRA commits to actively promoting strategies that address and allay election

integrity concerns, thereby strengthening our party's unity and fortifying our stance against the

Democrat challenge.

Adopted this 9th day of December, 2023, at the Georgia Republican Assembly Convention.
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